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2018 TECHNICIAN COURSE
...GMWS will once again sponsor training for the Amateur Radio Technician license.
Amateur Radio is the original S.T.E.M. hobby and we are excited to once again offer this
training. The 2018 course will be 10 weeks in length: every Monday beginning January 8
at the CAP building at Rutland airport, 6:30 Pm to 8:30 PM. For those of you already
licensed, we encourage you to invite family and friends to join in the fun and get their
"ticket." The classes will include discussion and hands-on demonstrations. We will cover
basic electricity, basic radio theory, radio operating skills, antenna and radio wave propagation, emergency communications and operating safety. In addition, we will introduce
all the FCC rules and regulations required to take the Technician level license
exam. There are no age restrictions on obtaining these licenses.
Text books will be available for purchase on the first night of class. The text is the
ARRL Ham Radio License Manual, 3rd edition and they are $30 each.
The FCC exams for all classes of Amateur Radio will be given on Monday, March 19th
at 6:30 PM. Further information will be given at the
classes. Contact information for classes is Frank [W1AD]: w1ad@arrl.net
or Caid [W1CX]: mcclallen@hotmail.com. Contact information for the
testing is Tim[WA1VT]: timabraham@gmail.com.
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TEMPERATURE’S EFFECT ON BATTERIES
by Anne Marie Helmenstine, Ph.D. Updated October 04, 2017
--When the terminals are connected, a chemical reaction is initiated that generates electrons to supply the current of the battery.
Lowering the temperature causes chemical reactions to proceed
more slowly, so if a battery is used at a low temperature then less
current is produced than at a higher temperature. As the batteries
run down they quickly reach the point where they cannot deliver enough current to keep up
with the demand. If the battery is warmed up again it will operate normally.
--One solution to this problem is to make certain batteries are warm just prior to use. Preheating batteries is not unusual for certain situations. Automotive batteries are protected somewhat if a vehicle is in a garage, although trickle chargers may be needed if the temperature is
very low. If the battery is already warm and insulated, it may make sense to use the battery's
own power to operate a heating coil.
--Smaller batteries may be kept in a pocket. It is reasonable to have batteries warm for
use, but the discharge curve for most batteries is more dependent on battery design and
chemistry than on temperature. This means that if the current drawn by the equipment is low
in relation to the power rating of the cell, then the effect of temperature may be negligible.
--On the other hand, when a battery is not in use, it will slowly lose its charge as a result of
leakage between the terminals. This chemical reaction is also temperature dependent, so un- If you tend to collect little pieces of
used batteries will lose their charge more slowly at cooler temperatures than at warmer tem- paper! See how this drawing
peratures. For example, certain rechargeable batteries may go flat in approximately two weeks at nor- allowed a man to take on RCA in
mal room temperature, but may last more than twice as long if refrigerated. Continued Pg #5
court & win, changing TV history
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PREZ-SEZ

JANRUARY 2018
FOREST N1BBQ
I hope everyone had a great holiday! I wonder what 2018 will bring. My ham resolution is to actually get
my HF station setup! I also need to finish the grounding setup for my shack (I have one, it just needs some
improvements!). My 2nd resolution is to join into the net control rotation. As much as I love Steve and Ann Mary running the
nets, it is great practice at managing a large conversation. I plan to get started soon and I hope to possibly hear some new voices
at the helm.
In other news, I'm looking forward to our Winter-Tech class which starts next Monday, 08JAN18 at 6:30PM. We plan to use the
CAP building at the Rutland Regional Airport in North Clarendon. I hope to get a couple of my friends licensed. One of them is
involved with the fire department and EMS. I know just as he will be a great resource for our club, ham radio will compliment
and widen his world as well.
That's all I have this month. As usual, meeting will be 2nd Tuesday of the month (09JAN) with dinner at Denny's around 5:15
(you don't have to eat, just come hang out, we have some great discussions!)
Forest

WHO INVENTED THE TV
By the 1920s, when amplification made television practical, Scottish inventor John Logie Baird employed the Nipkow disk in his
prototype video systems. On 25 March 1925, Baird gave the first public demonstration of televised silhouette images in motion, at
Selfridge's Department Store in London. In 1928 the Baird Television Development Company achieved the first transatlantic television transmission.[4] Baird's early technological successes and his role in the practical introduction of broadcast television for
home entertainment have earned him a prominent place in television's history. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Logie_Baird

JAN/FEB 2018 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at
www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the
home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check the web site often for updates.
08JAN2018

ANN MARY AB1CH

TR

15JAN2018

STEVE W1SFR

RC

22JAN2018

ANN MARY AB1CH

TR

29JAN2018

Steve W1SFR

RC

01FEB2018

ANN MARY AB1CH

TR

08FEB2018

Steve W1SFR

RC

15FEB2018

ANN MARY AB1CH

TR

22FEB2018

Steve W1SFR

RC

29FEB2018

ANN MARY AB1CH

TR

05MAR2018

Steve W1SFR

RC
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GMWS TEN YEARS AGO
In 2007 there was a caution from Mark Bosma with RACES who outlined the importance of being prepared in times of snowstorms. Keeping vents clear of snow, checking snow loads on roofs perhaps made
heavier with rain, driving with more care, and imagining/planning if you were stuck in the cold or had to
walk to safety.
Elsewhere was a story about a man and his wife driving a back road in east Texas. There was a sign at an
old shanty-like house that said “Talking Dog For Sale.” They needed a break, they stopped, and there he
was. The Labrador retriever was sitting right there!
Man said, “You talk?” Lab replied, “Yep!” The man recovered from the shock of talking to a dog. “So what’s your story?”
Dog says, “Aw shucks, there ain’t much to tell. Is that a VUU screwdriver antenna on your pickup over there?
“How did you know that?” the man asked.
The Lab looked up and said, well, I’m a ham radio operator. Got my ticket when I was a pup and in no time I had my 5-band
DXCC in phone and CW. The CIA heard about me and asked me to do some spy work for them. I’d hang around communication
centers and with my keen hearing I could copy the messages. No one figured a dog would be eavesdropping.“
“Copying high speed CW all day really tired me out and I knew I wasn’t getting any younger. I decided to settle down and retired
from the CIA after about eight years (8 dog years is 56 CIA years) and I joined a ham radio club. In fact I won first place in the
Oklahoma QSO Party two years in a row. Then I had a mess of puppies and got away from Ham Radio for a while. I sure miss my
radio. Why don’t you buy me and I can be your CW operator in the Texas QSO Party?”
“Let me see what I can do.” The man went over to the owner and asked what he wanted for his dog. Owner said, “Ten dollars.”
“Ten dollars for this amazing dog? Why would you sell him so cheap?”
“Because he’s a big liar! He never did any of that stuff. He’s only a no-code Technician!”
This was in Vol. 23, issue No. 1, by past KK editor and past GMWS president Deb C. Woodbridge NN1C-SK.

JOTA MEMORIES FROM JEFF N1YTY
LEFT: Camporee at Camp Plymouth State Park. John
Trombly N1YSD(of Radio Shack ) had a gift of operating well and bringing kids to radio.

BELOW: Scout at Camporee on the air over in the CERT
trailer. That trailer would break the wind while enduring a
Winter Field Day. But this was in October on a beautiful day.
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GMWS MEETING MINUTES
12-DECEMBER-2017
Rutland Police Community Room 108 Wales St. Rutland VT Meeting called to order at 19:04 with 9 members present.
-Pledge of allegiance and introductions around the room.
-Motion to approve minutes as printed in Key Klicks. Moved and seconded, Approved.
Secretary Report Caid W1CX: No report -- Treasurer Report Rick N1UF: We are solvent -- Vice President Report Sam W1IBR:
No report -- President Report Forest N1BBQ: See new business
-Technician class: contact Gerry WY2Y about attendees. Motion to buy books for the class keeping in mind they are only good till
2018 and the question pool will be changed. Moved and seconded, approved.
-Winter Field Day- not going to work as a club activity but members are encouraged to join in from their home QTH’s.
--Looking for weekly net ideas and also meeting presentation ideas. Ann Mary AB1CH mentioned an action sports idea of
KC1CAI’s, a video of a DXpedition., and checking the ARRL’s website for other ideas.
--Doing Mondays GMWS/ARES district 6 net from the upcoming technician class: We will wait a week or so to see what we have
for operating conditions. After class discussion topic- antenna, radio…
--Suggestions for training net- Gokits, EVAC kits. What’s in them? What’s necessary/unnecessary.
--What is the value of a weekly net… it’s a weekly check of equipment and testing of communication protocols.
--Pete NJ2VT has donated a 2M radio and antenna and 10M antenna for a student to use.
--Repeater building: solar panels on the roof??? Newer switching power supply? Many projects to do up there just need to coordinate people, time. Point an antenna towards the maker space building and see if we could get WIFI up there.

THE TIME TO START THINKING IS NOW!
MAY 8 GMWS Officers and Committee Elections. What do you have to offer our club? What do
you want the club to offer you? Our officers do a tremendous job. How can you help our current
late of officers?

PHILO TAYLOR FARNSWORTH
MATHEMATICIAN, INVENTOR, FATHER OF ELECTRONIC TELEVISION
-A friend of his once commented that Philo, at the age of 14, dreamed of trapping light in an empty jar,
from which it could be transmitted. Philo was never that naive or simplistic.
-It is more accurate to say that at the age of 14, he dreamed of using a lens to direct light into a glass camera
tube, where it could be analyzed in a magnetically deflected beam of electrons, dissected and transmitted one
line at a time in a continuous stream. And he would have had an even more accurate description.
-In 1927, at the age of 21, he produced the first electronic television transmission. He took a glass slide,
smoked it with carbon and scratched a single line on it. This was placed in a carbon arc projector and shone
onto the photocathode of the first camera tube. …..
According to his wife, Pem Farnsworth, "Phil saw television as a marvelous teaching tool. There would be no
excuse of illiteracy. Parents could learn along with their children. News and sporting events could be seen as
they were happening."
-She added, "Symphonies would mean more when one could see the musicians as they played, and movies would be seen in our
own living rooms. He said there would be a time when we would be able to see and learn about people in other lands. If we understood them better, differences could be settled around conference tables, without going to war."
-Later in his life, his attitude was tempered by the reality of commercial television programming. His son Kent was once asked
about his father's attitude. Kent reported, "I suppose you could say that he felt he had created kind of a monster, a way for people to waste a lot of their lives. Throughout my childhood his reaction to television was,
'There's nothing on it worthwhile, and we're not going to watch it in this household, and I don't want it in
your intellectual diet.' "
Ed Note: I wonder what he would say today? AB1CH.
… -Learn how a potato field gave Farnsworth the inspiration to create a raster image which lead to the TV
(now isn't that a common computer term? Ed.) Read the full story of this fascinating man and researcher at:
http://www.byhigh.org/History/Farnsworth/PhiloT1924.html
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WATER DROPLETS
The tiny water droplets
of clouds mists and
fogs produce strange
optical effects, they are
mostly ringed and mostly
brightly coloured.
"Rays" have little meaning in this domain where
water droplets are so
small that
wave diffraction and interference dominate over
classical journeys of light
along straight lines.
Copied from:

http://
www.atoptics.co.uk/
light.htm
See for more information.

WINTER FIELD DAY SET FOR JANUARY 30-31

Batteries Continued from page #1

--BOTTOM LINE ON THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON BATTERIES
--Cold batteries hold their charge longer than room temperature batteries; hot batteries don't hold charge as well as room temperature or cold batteries. It's good practice to store unused batteries in a cool location.
Cold batteries discharge faster than warmer batteries, so if you're using a cold battery, keep a warm one in reserve. If batteries are small, keeping
them in a jacket pocket is usually good enough. Some types of batteries are adversely affected by high temperatures. A runaway effect can occur,
potentially leading to a fire or explosion. This is commonly seen in lithium batteries, such as you might find in a laptop or cell phone.
(Helmenstine, Anne Marie, Ph.D. "Why Do Batteries Discharge More Quickly in Cold Weather?" ThoughtCo, Oct. 4, 2017, thoughtco.com/why-batteries-
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FIRST ELECTRONIC TELEVISION
The credit to the invention of the world’s first television as we know it today, an electronic model, was a bit of a power struggle.
One inventor had the patent, but his television’s design wasn’t quite there yet, while the other had a fully working television but
only applied for a patent later. The Russian Vladimir K. Zworykin applied for a patent for an electron scanning tube (a part that
could be considered to be the “heart” of a television) in 1923 already, but could not get his television to work until 1934. Philo
Taylor Farnsworth successfully demonstrated the first television signal transmission on September 7, 1927 with his own scanning
tube. A legal battle ensued in the late thirties, when RCA, the company Zworykin worked for wanted to claim the right to the patent (and the royalties). The court however ruled in favor of Farnsworth, giving him patent priority and making him, officially the
inventor of the first fully functional, all-electronic television.

LEARNING MORSE CODE
As anyone will tell you, there are about as many ways to study and learn a topic as there are birds in the sky. Many people have
their own study methods and others do not. One thing that seems to be agreed upon with Morse Code (CW) if you learn at a slow
speed, (counting Dits & Dahs) when the time comes that you wish to increase your speed you are more or less relearning the whole

Farnsworth timing: Traditionally, reducing the speed of Morse code has been done by making everything take
longer, i.e. both the sounds and the silent periods between them. Using Farnsworth timing, characters are sent at the same speed as
at higher speeds, while extra spacing is inserted between characters and words to slow the transmission down. The advantage of
this is that you get used to recognizing characters at a higher speed, and thus it will be easier to increase the speed later on. Using
Farnsworth timing is optional in Just Learn Morse Code. The ARRL uses Farnsworth timing for transmissions, practice and test
tapes up to 18 WPM (90 CPM). Farnsworth timing was invented by Donald R. Farnsworth (W6TTB) in the late 1950s.

Koch's method: Traditionally, Morse code has been taught by struggling through all the codes at a slow speed and
then (slowly) progressing towards higher speeds. Koch's method, on the other hand, dictates that you should start learning at the
desired speed - but you start with only two characters. Each session is five minutes long, and whenever you get 90% or more correct, you add another character. Just Learn Morse Code utilizes Koch's method for teaching Morse code. Koch's method was invented by German psychologist Ludwig Koch in the 1930s. For more information about this method, see David G. Finley's

G4FON Trainer: Morse Trainer Ray Goff, now N4FON tells us, “When I returned to Amateur Radio my CW was
decidedly rusty. What I felt I needed was a CW Trainer to get my speed back. I looked around the Web and found an article
by Dave Finley N1IRZ on a method of CW training developed by a German psychologist called Ludwig Koch back in the 1930's.
-- Reading though Dave's article, I decided that it all made a lot of sense. Basically you start off learning the code at the speed you
would like to achieve. Unlike the Farnsworth method which seeks to reduce the gap between the letters as you become more efficient, Koch came up with the idea that you should start off just learning two letters at full speed and add an additional letter once
you reach 90% proficiency until you have mastered them all. Since you are only learning one new letter or figure at a time, your
frustration is significantly reduced.
-- Dave Finley gave a suggested order for learning the letters and figures and recommended a program called Super Morse to use
as a trainer. I quickly realized that Super Morse offered more features than were required to learn Morse by the Koch method and
decided to write my own program orientated towards the Koch method.” ED note: This is the method recommended to me by a
friend and there is a mail group with searchable archives about settings and what others have tried. By joining the list you can also
write in and ask questions. I wrote once and very shortly got a reply from Ray himself. He is always adding to the program but

.-- …. .- -/ -- . - …. --- -.. / --- ..-. / … - ..- -.. -.-- / -.. --- / -.-- --- ..- / .--.
.-. . ..-. . .-./ ..--..
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WHAT DO HAMS DO ANYWAY? I AM OFTEN ASKED!
ARRL's volunteer Amateur
Radio operators help their
communities in good times
and bad, through community
events, disaster response, and
various programs. (Ed note:
you do not have to be an
ARRL member to participate
in community activities but
many service organizations do
request you take a basic intro
course or study on their practices. This assures continuity.
AB1CH)

ANOTHER RADIO AMATEUR JOINS ISS CREW
12/21/2017
The International Space Station crew is back to its nominal complement of six members, after Scott Tingle, KG5NZA, Anton Shkaplerov, and Norishige Kanai arrived
on board early this week.
Cosmonaut Alexander Misurkin is the new Expedition 54 commander. The other
crew members are Mark Vande Hei, KG5GNP, and Joe Acaba, KE5DAR.
On December 17, Tingle, Shkaplerov, and Kanai headed into space on board
a Soyuz MS-07 vehicle from Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.

W1AW ACTIVE ON 6-M FOR ALL ITS SCHEDULED TRANSMISW1AW is now QRV on 50350 kHz for all its regular CW code practice, and CW, digital, and phone bulletin transmissions. In addition to providing regularly scheduled transmissions on 6 meters, another goal is to act as a beacon on 6 meters, especially from the
Northeast US. Signal reports are welcome via an online page at, http://www.arrl.org/w1aw_6m_srp . Reports may also be emailed
to W1AW at, w1aw@arrl.org

HAM ACTIVITY TO TRY FOR NEW AND OLD HAMS!
A neat way for new operators to get involved with the hobby and learn proper Ham Protocol (of which much is not written and
comes only with experience) is to participate in various NETs. As always, it is good to listen and learn how the NET works and
familiarize yourself with the group protocol. Notice how NC (net control operator) directs check-ins to identify themselves. It may
not seem important at first glance but there is probably good reason he/she has requested the order. IE: Call, Name and Location!
First of all, NC is likely copying what you say to a form. No matter how informal. He is ready to copy in that order. Then comes
along an operator who throws out their Name, Call & Location. NC must mentally shift and scramble to place each portion of information into the correct slot and the rhythm of the net is a bit off balance.
Granted, not much of an adjustment or timewise an interruption. Just a hiccup, “so what” you might say. Now look at it this way…
You are in an emergency situation, the bands are bad and NC only has half an antenna! There are 50 stations trying to check in and
the pace is fast and furious. On our small NET, we know most of the local operators and can mentally fill in the blanks. In the
aforementioned situation the blank could be crucial and cost someone their life! AW-COME-ON!!! That is a bit of a stretch! Is it?
Please consider; say, the center of the emergency is Wells, VT. NC is listening for Call, Name, Location someone pops in with a
different order, extra words, keys the repeater, lets it drop and keys it again then gives their information in a scrambled way and
with more information than NC has asked for at that particular time. The other side of the story; There is new to the area . Most of
the time no one hears them anyway, as Wells VT is a hard radio reach. Still, he has an emergency and someone needs to report.
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--Atmospheric Optics - http://www.atoptics.co.uk/
--Fun way to contact hams WWW: http://www.echolink.org/
--DXWatch is a modern cluster spot filter service and webcluster. Includes the possibility to create your own filter, external
widget in a fast and flexible user interface https://

MANY THANKS TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS!!
JEFF N1YTY; FRANK W1AD; CAID W1CX; FOREST
N1BBQ; RICH WB2RUM; STEVE W1SFR
This publication needs and is grateful for any and all contributions
and direction. You can contribute anonymously. If you have any
ideas or directions for possible inclusion and interest to our readership, please email me at AB1CH@nfmra.org. It is very hard to keep
an eight page newsletter interesting month after month. Please contribute. I may not use your idea immediately but in future issues so
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR ~NETS:
EVERY MONDAY: (ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL)
GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(BANDS PERMITTING)
EVERYDAY:
VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ, 7:30 PM
VT/NH TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM
NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM
EVERY SUNDAY:
VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM
ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:
BURLINGTON AREA VE RALPH KD1R 802-878-6454
GMWS 19MAR2018 CAP @ RUTLAND REG AIRPORTNEXT

UPCOMMING CONTESTS JAN /FEB 2018
January 2018
1
Straight Key Night
6
Kids Day
6-7
RTTY Roundup
20-22 January VHF

February 2018
12-16 School Club Roundup
17-18 International DX – CW

March 2017
April 2017
4-5
International DX– Phone 16
Rookie Roundup – Phone
June 2017
10-12 June VHF
18
Kids Day
24-25 Field Day

July 2017
8-9 IARU HF World Championship

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702
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